AMENDMENT TO THE AMENDMENT IN THE
NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE TO H.R. 6538
OFFERED BY MR. ISSA OF CALIFORNIA

Page 2, line 8, strike “active shooter” and insert
“active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 2, line 11, strike “active shooter” and insert
“active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 2, after line 16, insert the following:

1 (8) INDIVIDUAL PERPETUATING VIOLENCE.—

2 The term “individual perpetuating violence” means

3 an individual who is engaged in killing or attempting

4 to kill persons in a populated area and who is deter-

5 mined to pose an active, imminent threat to people

6 in that populated area.

Page 2, line 23, strike “active shooter” and insert
“active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 3, line 4, strike “an active shooter” and insert
“an active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 3, line 4, strike “including active shooter” and
insert “including active shooter or individual perpetuating
violence”.
Page 3, line 20, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 3, line 25, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 4, line 4, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 4, line 8, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 4, line 11, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 4, line 13, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 4, line 16, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 4, line 23, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 5, line 1, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 5, line 2, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 5, line 3, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.
Page 5, line 13, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 6, line 20, strike “situations” and insert “or individual perpetuating violence situations”.

Page 7, line 12, strike “incidents” and insert “or individual perpetuating violence incidents”.

Page 7, line 16, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 8, line 13, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 8, line 20, strike “active shooter” and insert “active shooter or individual perpetuating violence”.

Page 9, line 9, strike “active shooters” and insert “active shooters or individuals perpetuating violence”.
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